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Subject: Scott Dam Fish Ladder Feasibility Evaluation Executive Summary
This memo summarizes the fish ladder passage system study conducted by Mead & Hunt in 2017. The
objective of the study was to provide Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) with a preliminary evaluation,
conceptual sketches and preliminary decision-level cost estimating support for the most feasible and costeffective upstream and downstream fish ladder at Scott Dam to support PG&E’s Potter Valley Project
relicensing effort.

Background
As part of their planning process for the Potter Valley Project, PG&E requested a study of the feasibility of
fish passage using a conventional fish ladder system at the existing Scott Dam. The ladder system would
provide upstream and downstream volitional (swim-through) fish passage, in accordance with the
National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS) Anadromous Salmonid Passage Facility Design, for the range
of water levels in Lake Pillsbury and the Eel River immediately below Scott Dam during periods
corresponding with historical fall-run Chinook salmon and steelhead migration.

Facility data
The Potter Valley Project is a 9.2-megawatt hydroelectric project owned and operated by PG&E located
on the Eel River and the East Branch of the Russian River, approximately 30 miles northeast of Ukiah,
California and partially within the Mendocino National Forest. Originally licensed in 1922, its current
FERC license (FERC Project No. 77) expires in 2022. Upstream storage is provided by Lake Pillsbury
with a surface area of 2,280 acres and a usable storage capacity of 66,876 acre-feet. There are no
significant lakes or reservoirs upstream of Lake Pillsbury, and the primary sources of inflow are the Main
Stem and “Rice Fork” of the Eel River. The lake is impounded by Scott Dam, an 805-foot-long, 134-foot
high, concrete gravity dam with a top elevation of 1,920.6 feet PG&E Datum1.

Summary of Evaluation
The criteria established for the evaluation was: provide an effective, least-cost, volitional passage system
accounting for existing operational and recreational demands, without effecting dam safety, and with
1

Elevations used in this memo reference PG&E Vertical Datum (NGVD29 + 81.7) (NAVD88 + 78.78), unless
otherwise annotated.
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simple and safe operating systems. A preliminary ladder operating range was established by comparison
of historic lake level variations with upstream and downstream migration periods for Chinook salmon and
steelhead from fish count data. The maximum lake level fluctuations during which the ladder would need
to operate were found to be 26 feet for the period of upstream migration and 36 feet for the period of
downstream migration. These ranges could be narrowed by use of trap and haul for upstream migration
when the lake level is at the extreme low end of its range of fluctuation and use of either spillway passage
or a drop structure into the uppermost pool of the fish ladder for downstream migration when the lake
level is at the extreme upper end of its range of fluctuation. The criteria and considerations are detailed in
Appendix A.
A detailed hydraulic review was performed to refine the operating range prior to developing facility
layouts. Stage exceedance curves were developed and compared with Chinook salmon and steelhead
migration periods. For non-drought years, a lake level of 21-feet below the spillway crest was found to be
the minimum desired ladder operating level for upstream passage. Because of operational constraints,
the lake level does not exceed the spillway crest during the upstream passage period. The operating
range for the ladder was established to be from elevation 1,801 feet to elevation 1,900 feet and was
designed for a 4-foot water level variation downstream of the dam and a 21-foot water level variation
upstream of the dam. To provide for downstream passage at the maximum Lake Pillsbury storage level of
1910 feet, a 10-foot drop is required to the upper ladder pool at 1900 feet. Details of the hydraulic review
are provided in Appendix B.
The fish ladder arrangement developed, as further described in Appendix C, is shown in the attached
Figures, and forms the basis of the cost estimates included in Appendix E. Views of the construction
area at the dam are provided in the attached Photographs. The fish ladder would be located on the left
(south) abutment of the dam, as the geography of the right abutment is much less favorable for the
considerable length needed for the ladder and both the Main Stem and Rice Fork are located on the
south side of the lake. The ladder uses a conventional pool and weir design and is located partially
downstream of the dam and partially upstream of the dam in order to accommodate the topography and
the lake level fluctuations. The two sections of fish ladder are connected by a 48-inch diameter
penetration bored through the dam. The upper pool of the section of ladder downstream of the dam is at
the same elevation as the lowest lake level under which the ladder would be operated. The section of
ladder upstream of the dam is separated from the lake by a concrete perimeter wall that forms an exit
gallery. Each pool of the section of ladder upstream of the dam has a gated opening through the
perimeter wall that can be opened or closed as lake levels change, so that the pool most closely matching
the lake level would be accessible to migrating salmonids. A drop pool at the upper end of this section of
ladder provides for downstream passage at lake levels between 1,900 and 1,910 feet. Details of
operation and other appurtenances are described in Appendix C.
Costs were also developed for possible floating nets in the reservoir to help guide out-migrants to the
upstream ladder entrance. A possible net to minimize the risk of spillway passage could extend from the
north shore of the lake approximately 400 feet upstream of the dam and terminate at the ladder. A
possible second net could be positioned to segregate the southern portion of the reservoir (i.e., the Eel
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River main stem arm downstream to the dam). Floating booms supporting the nets could be deflated to
sink the nets during the recreation season. Additional study beyond the scope of this evaluation would be
required to evaluate the effectiveness of guide nets.
There is a good confidence that Chinook salmon and steelhead could pass through the ladder on their
own volition, as the proposed system complies with the NMFS fish passage design criteria without relying
on experimental technologies. However, attracting fish to the ladder, particularly out-migrants, is always a
challenge. Attraction features for upstream migrating adult fish were included at the downstream entrance
of the ladder using proven technologies. However, there is greater uncertainty of the effectiveness of
attracting out-migrants in the reservoir to the upstream entrance of the ladder. There is minimal attraction
velocity created by the flow of water in the ladder and the effectiveness of downstream guidance using
net systems is uncertain. During spill conditions, which typically occur during periods of outmigration,
spillway passage might occur with some risk of injury, and is discussed further in Appendix D.
While a detailed dam stability review was not conducted, no specific dam safety concerns related to the
addition of the fish ladder were identified. The foundation for the ladder upstream and downstream was
found to require significant ground remediation to support the fish ladder facilities, and a more detailed
analysis was conducted which provides the basis for the foundation remediation costs in Appendix E.
Other challenges identified that may require further review:
•

Exclusion barrier downstream of the dam and upstream of the ladder entrance to help guide adult
fish into the ladder entrance

•

Feasibility of attraction flows for out-migrants

•

Predation of out-migrants

•

Ladder passage rejection/delays

•

Control of water temperature at the downstream end of the ladder for adult fish attraction

•

Downstream channel stability

•

Dam stability effects

•

Construction challenges:
o lake drawdown
o flood contingencies for multi-year project
o

flow release outages during tie-ins

o
o

plunge pool drawdown
remoteness of the site

o

water quality of groundwater pumping discharge at excavations

Cost Estimates
The costs and assumptions are summarized in Appendix E. The fish ladder facility planning, design,
permitting and construction costs are approximately $41 million, without foundation remediation costs and
guidance net costs. The foundation costs are highly variable depending upon further investigation and
could range from $10 to 35 million. The guidance net systems would range from $4 to 17 million. This
results in a total cost range of approximately $55 to $93 million, including contingency. Based upon the
level of design, the accuracy of the estimates is considered minus 20% to plus 30%.
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Conclusions
The most feasible and cost-effective fish ladder design would be challenging to build, complicated to
operate, very costly, and would have uncertain effectiveness, particularly due to the difficulty of attracting
out-migrants to the ladder and the risk of predation during this process. The ladder construction would
require extended drawdown for work within the reservoir with a risk of flooding, uncertain impacts upon
dam/bank stability, disruptions of water supply, recreational impacts, and other potential consequences.
While the ladder system of pools and weirs is conventional, there is great uncertainty of the effectiveness
of attracting out-migrants in the reservoir to the ladder, even with the use of guide nets. Upstream
migrants could also be delayed with competing flow signals and the lack of an effective barrier
downstream of the dam. The complexity of operating the ladder over the wide range of level variations is
not only labor intensive and non-self-regulating but could also lead to passage delays which increase the
risk of predation.
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Appendix A

Project Objectives/Design Criteria
The objective of this study is to provide PG&E with a preliminary evaluation, conceptual sketches and
preliminary decision-level cost estimating support for the most feasible and cost-effective upstream and
downstream fish ladder at Scott Dam to support PG&E’s Potter Valley Project relicensing effort. Mead &
Hunt’s scope is based upon our July 14, 2017 phone call with David Moller and subsequent emails
outlining Design Considerations and the Scott Dam Fish Ladder Evaluation Criteria.
Evaluation Criteria
The following criteria were provided by PG&E at the start of review. Mead & Hunt will use best judgment
on the application as evaluation progresses.
Functional Objective: Provide upstream and downstream fish passage at the existing Scott Dam.
Fish Passage Criteria:
•

Effective

•

Meet NMFS fish passage criteria

•

Least-cost among viable alternatives

•

Volitional passage strongly preferred, but not essential

•

Accommodate lake level fluctuations due to hydro operations

•

Accommodate when fish are moving

•

Accommodate lake recreation (boating)

•

Acceptable to Division of Safety of Dams and FERC from a dam safety perspective

•

No requirements for additional electrical power

•

Minimize loss of downstream migrants during periods of spill

•

Avoid having to pump water

•

Simple, safe operation

Based upon discussions with PG&E, the use of guide nets in Lake Pillsbury to move out-migrants to the
ladder exit (upstream end), and possibly as a spillway barrier, is an enhancement that should be included
in the project estimate. Nets will be designed to avoid restricting boating during the recreation season
(typically sink in place). Additionally, while volitional passage is desired during normal seasonal reservoir
level fluctuations during the migration period (see below), it can be assumed that the Cape Horn Dam fish
counting facility could be used to trap fish for upstream transport when lake levels are outside of the
typical range.
Design Considerations
The following considerations were provided by PG&E at the start of the review. Mead & Hunt will perform
hydraulic analysis and apply best judgment on the operational range for the fish ladder for lake level
variation. Fish migration periods will not be independently verified by Mead & Hunt.
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Reservoir Operations:
•

Lake Pillsbury Normal Max WS 77 TAF at elevation 1,910

•

Typically draw down to 20 to 30 TAF under normal conditions. Could draw down to 10 TAF under
drought conditions.

•

30 TAF = elevation 1,883

•

20 TAF = elevation 1,874

•

10 TAF = elevation 1,860

•

Typically hit lowest water level for year between October and January

•

Must keep spillway gates open until April 1 for dam safety reasons

•

Dam crest at elevation 1,900 = 56.3 TAF

Lake Pillsbury Bathymetry Survey Report, Report No. 026.11-16.3 (PG&E 2017) and reservoir surface
model was provided by PG&E’s Applied Technology Services. Mead & Hunt had previously developed
historical stage and inflow hydrographs for Lake Pillsbury.
Historical Anadromous Fish Migration Periods:
•

Chinook salmon (fall-run)
o Upstream primarily Nov thru Jan (but can extend Oct thru Feb) – when reservoir is
usually at lowest level, but rising; reservoir can spill towards end of this period with
sufficient storm activity
o

•

Downstream primarily April thru May (but can extend Mar thru Jun) – just after gates are
closed to possible full reservoir

Steelhead
o

Upstream primarily Jan thru Mar (but can extend Dec thru Apr) – reservoir low but rising
from low level to spill crest; reservoir can spill during this period with sufficient storm

o

activity
Downstream (juvenile) primarily Feb thru May (but can extend Feb thru Jun) – reservoir

o

rising from low level to possibly full
Downstream (adult) primarily Feb thru Mar (but could extend Feb thru May) – reservoir
rising from near low level to possibly full

Passage Considerations during Upstream Migration Period:
•

Primarily spans Nov thru Mar, but could extend Oct thru Apr

•

Need 26 feet of flexibility from 20 TAF to spill crest or 17 feet of flexibility from 30 TAF to spill
crest to cover upstream migration, as upstream migration is largely complete before April 1st and
spillway gates can’t be closed before April 1st

•

If it’s a dry year and storage drops below the low level for use of the fish ladder, use trap and haul
from the Van Arsdale fish station for upstream migration

•

Use a fish ladder and staggered elevation tunnels through the dam or comparable system to
accomplish fish passage at different lake levels
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Passage Considerations during Downstream Migration Period:
•

Primarily spans Feb thru May, but could extend Feb thru Jun

•

Need 36 feet of flexibility, including 10 feet above the spill crest based on minimum storage of 20
TAF or 26 feet of flexibility from 30 TAF

•

Use the fish ladder up to the spill crest and use a slide or plunge to a pool at the top of the fish
ladder for the top 10 feet of lake level above the spill crest
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Hydraulic Review
Upstream Lake Level Variation
To determine the operating range, Mead & Hunt compared historical levels with the anticipated migration
season. Using historical lake levels for the most recent 10-year period, stage exceedance curves were
developed and compared with migration periods, see graph below. Based upon our review, lake levels
are above water surface elevation (WSEL) 1,869 (14,500 AF) for any given month within the upstream
migration periods at least 80 percent of the time. The 80% exceedance was selected as it has an
inflection point during the primary migration period where rainfall events typically begin to refill the
reservoir in December. The lower levels are indicative of drought years where no rainfall occurs, and as a
result, fish movement would likely be restricted. By February, the WSEL 1,869 lake level has been
achieved and is exceeded 95% of the time and remains above this level for the balance (2 to 3 months) of
upstream passage season.

The lake level used for ladder design operating range is a key factor in construction costs, feasibility and
operating costs. Decreasing the lower limit of operating range adds operational complexity and therefore
affects reliability. We did not attempt to refine the analysis or evaluate reoperation scenarios (i.e.
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maintaining higher levels into winter): this should be further reviewed as the project planning progresses.
For the purpose of this study, the operating range lower limit of WSEL 1,869 is reasonably conservative.
The upper limit of the upstream passage operating range is the top of the spillway, as the spillway gates
closure does not occur until April 1, which is the end of upstream passage period. Later passage would
likely occur in low water years, and operational adjustments might also be made to keep spillway gates
offline until fish movement ends.
The upper limit for downstream passage is full lake level, as the out-migration extends into periods when
the reservoir is filling. Downstream passage accommodations at higher levels are relatively easy to
achieve with a drop into the upper pool of the ladder. Attraction for out-migration is challenging with
higher pools but is also a consistent challenge and is discussed further below.
Downstream migration can occur during spills, and the design will include a drop into the ladder for pool
levels up to WSEL 1,910. However, downstream passage over spillways similar to Scott Dam has been
shown to provide high survival rates 1. Spillway passage is discussed further below.
For purposes of this study, the following upstream pool level operating range was selected for configuring
the fish ladder concept:
•

Upstream Passage: WSEL 1,869 to WSEL 1,900

•

Downstream Passage: WSEL 1,869 to 1,910

Downstream River Level
The river level downstream of the dam varies over a much narrower range. There is a lack of good data
on levels, but historical outflow data is very comprehensive. We performed some simplified hydraulic
analysis for 5% to 95% exceedance flows and determined that the approximate range is less than 4 feet
(WSEL 1,801 to 1,805). The lower limit is likely limited by the natural pool at the toe of dam. Due to the
relative steepness of the river channel, a small variation over a range of flows is consistent with what
would be expected. As the ladder entrance (downstream end) is operationally complex, it is important to
know the range, but minor variations in actual elevation make little difference in conceptual design. As
planning progresses, we would recommend adding water level monitoring at the toe of the dam to
develop rating data.
For purposes of this study we have used an operating range of WSEL 1,801 to 1,805 for design of the
ladder entrance.

1

See https://www.salmonrecovery.gov/Hydro/Structuralimprovements/TypesofSurfacePassage.aspx for
relative rates of survival for downstream chinook salmon passage at Columbia River Basin dam spillways.
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Fish Ladder Arrangement
The proposed fish ladder layout, as shown in Figure 1, was developed as the least cost, most feasible
volitional method for achieving passage for the range of operating levels described above. The
development of the fish ladder arrangement is described below. While there are many refinements to be
made and potential variations, we focused on the broad arrangement required to develop costs. The
ladder concept is in full compliance with NMFS criteria. However, given the complexity and uniqueness of
this facility, further questions may arise as the fisheries resource agencies become involved in the review.
In our design development, we tried to anticipate questions and account for details that would significantly
change the scope. In addition to the NMFS passage facility design criteria, we have referred to the 1991
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Fish Passage Development and Evaluation Program Fisheries Handbook
which provides good guidance for large fish ladder concept development.
One advantage to this site is that there is significant flow. This influenced the ladder selection, but higher
flows also increase pool sizes. The flows do, however, provide the ability to increase supplemental
attraction flows, which are a key factor for success.
1. Dam Penetration
To achieve swim-through passage, without the use of fish lifts, the fish must pass through the dam at the
lowest operating lake level. Therefore, the remaining ladder pools must be on the upstream side of the
dam. We reviewed installing multiple penetrations through the dam at varying levels, but without lifts, the
ladder still needs to climb from the lowest pool on either the upstream or downstream side, and more
penetrations did not seem cost-effective and would increase dam safety risk.
We then reviewed the potential for semi-volitional passage with small lifts. However, to accomplish the
project objective of full upstream and downstream passage (which overlap in time), this complicates the
design in requiring separate facilities and did not appear to reduce the overall scope. The other concept
previously presented was upstream passage with a series of lifts on the left bank and downstream
passage through the dam outlet. This could not be shown to meet the objective of complying with NMFS
criteria, as it would require variances. Variances are allowed by the criteria but would need further study
to prove with no guaranteed outcome.
The penetration though the dam could be as small as 24 inches and meet NMFS criteria. For a gravity
fishway pipe, the minimum flow depth is 12 inches, and an air gap is recommended for ambient light
penetration. However, with anticipated variations in pool levels (due to fluctuating ladder flows) at least
12 inches of additional head room is necessary. To provide room for potential utilities, lighting, etc., as
well as for ease of personnel access, a 48-inch diameter penetration was used for purposes of this study.
The 48-inch dam penetration can be readily protected by an emergency closure gate at the upstream
face of the dam with a stem extending to an operator at the operating deck level (elevation 1,920.6)
To achieve 12-inch minimum flow depth with 1,869 lake level, the penetration invert was set at elevation
1,866. The penetration is roughly 50 feet long at this depth and is above the interior inspection gallery,
see Figure 4. The penetration is sloped slightly for normal depth flow but does not have any drop pools.
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The addition of weirs or roughening of bottom to achieve some elevation drop could be considered during
final design but does not make a significant difference in facility sizing.
2. Pool Design
We reviewed the various types of conventional ladder designs and selected a special type of pool and
weir design. The type of ladder used for this level of feasibility does not make a great deal of difference.
The majority of conventional ladders generally require a 12-inch drop per pool and sufficient pool volume
to dissipate the energy for this one foot of drop. A greatly simplified discussion of the options follows.
There are generally 3 types of conventional ladders: a pool and weir, a vertical slot, or a steep pass.
Steep passes are used for small head differences and are not applicable. The drops in vertical slot
fishways use a full height slot at each weir wall to establish a rotating pattern in each pool. The
advantage of these fishways is that they are self-regulating over a moderate variation in water levels and
they may be a good candidate for this facility. However, they are relatively complex to construct and must
be well-maintained to avoid disruption in flow patterns (debris can block the slots). The pool and weir
fishway is most common and a significant number of customizations can be applied for specific site
conditions. The main disadvantage is that the pool and weir have limited capability for adjusting pool
elevation changes and can either be starved or drowned, but this can be overcome with special regulating
facilities at each end. Given the significant lake level operating range, this facility will already require
substantial regulation, so there is no significant cost advantage to switching from a conventional pool and
weir design.
Of pool and weir designs, we selected a special type of ladder known as an Ice Harbor 1 weir, or a “weir
and orifice” ladder design. This weir design was developed to provide good pool stability and is relatively
un-complex to construct. It is also a relatively compact design. The weir wall includes an overflow weir
and a submerged orifice at the base. The bottom orifice is included for flow stability. The orifice will also
provide positive drainage and egress on the upstream side of the dam when the reservoir water surface
level is decreasing. The orifice is a preferred passage route for salmonids and therefore must be sized
accordingly. The Ice Harbor configuration is very prescriptive with design flows varying with width. We
chose a half Ice Harbor (one weir and one orifice) design for economy. It is effectively the conventional
pool and weir that have been well-modeled to provide a stable flow regime. A half Ice Harbor ladder was
recently used for a PacifiCorp retrofit of the Soda Springs Dam on the North Umpqua River (60-foot lift).
Other weir designs include a V-notch type weir with streaming flows, known as a pool-chute ladder. At
high flows, the fish essentially swim continuously through a number of pools with this design. These are
typically used for short ladders with minor level variations that do not require supplemental regulation.
However, given the length of the ladder and the lack of straight runs, this was not a preferred concept.
The operating flow range for the ladder was calculated at 16 to 22 cubic feet per second (cfs) for a 12inch drop per pool and the recommended weir and orifice sizing. Details are shown in Figure 2.

1

Developed for a 100-foot ascent at Ice Harbor Dam on the Columbia River on a 1 on 10 slope.
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3. Ladder Downstream of Dam
The ladder downstream of the dam consists of 67 pools and is configured to follow existing contours with
one switchback. A turning/resting pool is included at the switchback, and an elongated pool is included at
the dam penetration outlet. The ground surface contours are not well documented, so the ladder
arrangement shown is considered a rough alignment. The upper reach largely sits on top of the existing
side slope. The lower reach begins to extend below existing grade. The downstream end will disturb the
existing crib wall which was installed after several landslides on the downstream side of the left abutment.
The uphill wall of the ladder at the downstream end will extend as high as 30 feet above the top of the
ladder and 21 feet above the entrance facility deck.
a. Ladder Entrance
The entrance at the downstream end of ladder is a critical design feature for successful upstream fish
movement with minimal delay. The ladder entrance is placed at the most upstream limit of the stream
channel, in this case at the toe of the spillway. This minimizes the potential for fish to bypass the
entrance. We developed a layout, as shown on Figure 3, which provides a significant amount of
operational flexibility to maximize attraction and regulate operation. We also included provisions for
drivable access and safe operator access.
To provide supplemental fish attraction flow, a tap off the existing outlet pipe on the right bank,
upstream of needle valve was included, with a tee and an isolation valve. A 24-inch pipe is routed
along the downstream face of the spillway. The supplemental flow is sized to double the ladder
entrance flow by introducing an additional 22 cfs. In addition, a 10 cfs high-velocity attraction jet flow
discharges into the river in the immediate vicinity of the fish ladder entrance. The secondary energy
dissipation pool operates above tailwater level by passing supplemental flows through a porosity
plate. The floor diffusers in pools 2, 4 and 6 passively add and subtract flow at various operating
levels from the secondary energy dissipation pool based upon differential levels. Chimneys adjacent
to pools have fixed weir heights to regulate which ladder pools receive increased flow. For example,
when the rising tailwater floods the lower pools 2 and 4, the pool 6 chimney wall is overtopped and
more of the supplemental water is added to pool 6 (the first pool above tailwater level).
Valves for supplemental flow piping include flow control knife gates and butterfly isolation valves, with
manual operators at the upper deck level. As the piping is essentially the pressure barrier for the
reservoir outlet, an emergency closure valve at the tap from the dam outlet pipe is included on the
right bank.
4. Ladder Upstream of Dam
The proposed arrangement of the upstream end of ladder is shown on Figures 1 and 5. We selected the
shape of the ladder to keep a relatively compact facility tucked in behind the upstream face of the dam
abutment. The facility is at the shoreline at the downstream limits of the reservoir, with its lowest pool at
the lowest lake level for operation of the ladder. Out-migrants typically follow the shoreline in the upper
20 to 25 feet of the lake. Guide nets could be added to terminate at the ladder exit to help direct out-
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migrants to the ladder. With the arrangement selected, there is a single entrance point for out-migrants
as opposed to numerous entrances required if the pools were strung along the shoreline.
a. Exit Gallery
The perimeter walls on the ladder extend to the dam deck level at elevation 1,920.2, see Figure 6.
The portions of the ladder open to the reservoir pool are limited to the exit gallery and the plunge pool
(described separately below). The ladder pools are wrapped in a horseshoe shape around the
flooded exit gallery. Control gates between the ladder to the exit gallery are used to bring various
ladder pools on/off-line as lake levels move up and down. A total of 31 gates (and pools) are
necessary for the design operating range. A coarse bar trash rack at the entrance is a full height
vertical rack. Bar spacing is 10-inch clear for fish passage so small debris can enter, but the opening
is downstream of the dam’s log boom.
b. Control Gates
Pool inlet regulation (open/close for any given gate) is provided by slide gates. The rate of change in
lake water surface elevation is typically less than 0.3 feet per day (see attached scatter chart)
requiring adjustment every 3 days, on average, but can fluctuate rapidly during storm events.
Gates can be hydraulically actuated with a small Hydraulic Power Unit and accumulator that are run
off the existing generator since only two gates must be operated at a time. As passage is likely to
occur during storm events, it is recommended the gates have hydraulic actuators with remote and/or
automatic operation. This past winter’s heavy rains, although atypical, resulted in road washouts
impeding safe access to the site. Without automatic operation, a full-time operator may need to be
stationed at the dam during significant storm events, when operators are already overtaxed. For dam
safety, the 48-inch emergency closure gate at dam penetration would be remotely operable like the
needle valve.
Based upon discussions with PG&E, hydraulic actuation of the control gates and valves in the
upstream ladder have been included, including the emergency closure gate on the dam. As most of
these gates are operated one at a time, the Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU) is relatively small, 2 HP with
a 20-gallon reservoir, and can be powered using the existing 10-kilowatt propane generator. The
battery system may require an upgrade, but this is a relatively small cost within the contingency. The
HPU will be a skid-mounted exterior unit with a solenoid valve control panel capable of
communicating with the existing SCADA.
c. Plunge Pool
For downstream passage at lake levels above WSEL 1,900, the control gates from the exit gallery are
closed, and the plunge pool is brought online. The plunge pool entrance includes two overshot gates
(adjustable weirs at the entrance), with an upstream trashrack. The weirs regulate inflow into the
ladder. The lowest gate fully opened provides inflow at the minimum ladder design flow. The gates
are raised automatically with the lake level to maintain a constant overflow/ladder inflow. When
lowest gate reaches its upper limit, it is closed, and the second gate is brought online.
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The fish are dropped into an energy dissipating “plunge” pool, which exits into the upstream ladder
pool (WSEL 1,899). The maximum drop is just over 10 feet, which is well within the allowable limits
per NMFS criteria.
5. Access
Walkways and platforms are included along the entire ladder length for cost estimating purposes,
although the ladder design does not require frequent intervention outside of the entrance/exit. Ladders
are provided for access to valve pits at the ladder’s downstream entrance. The exit gallery will include
platforms at the dam deck level for access to all gate operators. A single stairway is included down to the
ladder level. This is a confined space and a second exit ladder can be included for an alternative escape
route.
Roadways designed for equipment access are provided at the upstream and downstream ends of the
ladder. The downstream access will cross over the ladder at the switchback. A boat launch is graded
using excavated materials alongside the upstream side of the upstream ladder entrance for clearing
debris in front of the trash racks.
The site is approximately 1/4 mile from Gravelly Valley road via an unimproved maintenance road, which
is 1/4 mile from County Road 301, Elk Mountain Road. Road improvement costs are limited to the turnoff
from Gravelly Valley Road.
6. Structural Design
The structural design of the ladder downstream of the dam is conventional. We expect shallow rock on
the uphill section and alluvium backfill on the downhill section. Without additional data, maximum cut/fill
slopes were assumed as 1.5:1 but can be steeper for rock cuts. The ladder structure is designed for both
the watered and un-watered load case for the preliminary structural section.
The ladder upstream of the dam will be founded on alluvium and fill, with micro-piles down to rock. The
structural sections were designed as gravity structures. Given the arrangement, it is anticipated that the
walls of the ladder can be tied together with struts inside bays (shown in Figure 6 as roughly 15 feet on
center). Tie-back to dam was avoided for cantilevered walls; however, the foundation should be
anchored to the dam face to resist sliding. The exit gallery is designed to be flooded, and therefore
buoyancy is not anticipated to be an issue. The ladder and plunge pool are designed for dewatering.
7. Guide Nets
We have included provisions for guide nets for up to two locations in the reservoir. A guide net just
upstream of the dam may be advisable, since it is not known whether out-migrants will follow the north or
south shore. Additionally, a guide net at this location will reduce exposure of out-migrants to the spillway
and outlet and would not interfere with lake recreation activities. A possible second net to segregate the
southern portion of the reservoir (i.e. the Eel River main stem arm downstream to the dam) is an optional
add-on but would only be employed based upon fish studies. A guide net at this location would interfere
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with lake recreation activities. The netting should extend to the bottom of the lake, as fish can dive down
to the dam outlet. Netting is typically 3/32-inch to 1/4-inch opening. Floating booms can be deflated to
sink the net during the recreation season to limit interference.
The netting upstream of the spillway would extend from the north shore of the lake approximately 400 feet
upstream of the dam and terminate at the entrance to the exit gallery. The design with a common
entrance avoids the need for repositioning the netting as lake levels vary. A small retractable net may
also be necessary along the shoreline upstream of the exit gallery structure, to isolate the cove area
created at boat launch area.
8. Other Appurtenances
a. Gate Actuation and Control
As described above, it is recommended that the gates be hydraulically actuated with some
automation and control. The power demands will be minimal, but it is not known whether the existing
generators have the capacity for the added demand. This is a relatively minor cost in the overall
scheme and therefore was not fully reviewed.
Although not specifically detailed, the facilities would include instrumentation and remote monitoring,
which can be solar powered. The existing facility does have some SCADA for remote monitoring, but
reliability was not investigated. Again, these are relatively minor costs and upgrades would be
implemented as necessary.
b. Fish Counting Station
The design does not include a fish counting and sorting facility, similar to the Cape Horn Dam ladder.
This could be added with a turnout off the ladder downstream of the dam, and some movable gates.
However, the area is relatively steep and does not have a good flat area for a facility of similar size as
Cape Horn. The need could be evaluated when agency coordination begins.
Automatic fish counting sensors can be added at various points in the system at minimal costs.
c. Lighting
Passage delays can occur with changes in ambient lighting. The facility itself is a somewhat
challenging site for lighting as it is in the shadow of an adjacent hill. Artificial lighting may need to be
investigated.
d. Hoists
The upstream and downstream ends of the ladder will include good equipment access. The
downstream end facilities should be within reach of a mobile crane. The upstream end is
approximately 150 feet from shore at high water, and the adjacent boat launch ramp is too steep for
crane access. An overhead hoist is recommended at the reservoir end of exit gallery and plunge pool
for clearing debris. An overhead rail can be included over the exit gallery. A portable system (rolling
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“A” frame) is already used at the dam. These features are not specifically detailed but are relatively
minor costs.
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Downstream Spillway Passage
The guide net systems will block out-migrants from being swept over the spillway. However, it is
unknown how well they would be guided to the plunge pool entrance of the ladder during high flows.
Previous studies1 have shown very good survival rates for fish passed over spillways. In fact, this is the
primary passage for most major dams. Impact injury is the main contributor to mortality. While the shape
of the spillway at Scott Dam is not ideal, due to the side deflector walls, minor reoperation to first use the
gates near center and north end would reduce risk of injury. The guide net could be lowered to allow
spillway passage.
One minor modification would be to modify the spillway flip bucket to install a slot in the downstream wall
to drain standing water and avoid stranding fish.

1

References:
Eppard, M. B., E. E. Hockersmith, G. A. Axel, and B. P. Sandford. 2002. Spillway survival for hatchery
yearling and sub yearling chinook salmon passing Ice Harbor Dam, 2000. Report of the National
Marine Fisheries Service to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Walla Walla District.
Eric E. Hockersmith, Gordon A. Axel. M. Brad Eppard, and Benjamin P. Sandford. Survival of
Juvenile Salmonids through the Lower Monumental Dam Spillway, 2003. Report of the National
Marine Fisheries Service to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Walla Walla District.
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Cost Summary
To account for items not specifically detailed a 15-percent contingency is included. Contingencies are
applied prior to applying the -20% to +30% AACE range.

COSTS

DESCRIPTION
Fish Ladder Construction

NOTES

$33,243,011

Foundation and Landslide Mitigation Costs
Planning, Engineering, Permitting and Construction
Management
Fish Guidance Net Supply and Install Construction
Bid Item Totals:

1

$10,373,978 to $35,591,194

2-3

$7,944,221

4-7

$3,967,503 to $17,274,129

8-9

$55,528,713 to $94,052,557

10

Notes:
1. Construction cost includes:
a. Mobilization/Demobilization which is comprised of water quality and stormwater pollution
prevention plan, best management practices (BMPs), access road construction to county
road (Gravelly Valley Road), site preparation and hydroseeding of disturbed areas.
b. Site preparation, which accounts for an upstream cofferdam to elevation 1,885. If feasible, a
lower cofferdam to elevation 1,870 could be used and would result in a net savings of $3.0
million.
c.

Concrete boring is based upon 48-inch diameter concrete direct smooth wall bore.

d. Concrete work assumes onsite batch plant.
e. Mechanical does not include upgrades to propane-fueled generator.
2. Cost range identifies the minimum cost for landslide mitigation and includes upstream micro piles
and downstream piers, tieback shear pins, and tie backs. The maximum cost is for full landslide
mitigation which includes the addition of upstream landslide tieback shear pins and
instrumentation and monitoring.
3. Instrumentation and monitoring, estimated at $1.5 million, would be necessary to support decision
making regarding full landslide mitigation (to include upstream landslide tieback shear pins)
estimated at $23.5 million.
4. Planning
a. Includes new topography, channel to as-built downstream of site including bathymetry. New
bathymetry of reservoir is not included, but minor costs for limited area.
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b. Geotechnical investigation, testing and design included. Does not include install and
monitoring of additional instrumentation. Costs are for a full foundation and landslide
mitigation effort and may be prorated for options, but not less $900,000.
5. Engineering percentage is based upon Federal Emergency Management Agency guidelines for a
project of this size and complexity, and for the project as scoped. Includes preparation of bid
documents, all disciplines, Quality Control Inspection Plan, and bidding support. Physical or CFD
hydraulic simulation subcontracts, if required, are excluded. Fisheries resource agency
coordination, which can be extensive, are limited to bi-weekly meetings for 6 to 9 months.
6. Permitting:
a. Relicensing support is excluded. Assumes that CEQA/NEPA, Section 7 Biological Opinions,
State 2018 Incidental Take, Section 106 Historical/Cultural coverage is included under
licensing.
b. Includes project-focused CEQA support, and permitting support for Corps of Engineers’
Section 404, State Section 401 water quality, State Department of Fish and Wildlife
Streambed Alteration Agreement, USFS use permit, State RWQCB Low Threat Dewatering
Discharge Permit.
7. Construction Management assumes full-time Resident Engineer for duration, one Office Engineer
for 12 months, support staff, geotechnical quality assurance inspection and testing, one half-time
design engineer support, biologist support, SCADA programming, electrical testing technicians.
8. Fish Guidance Net:
a. Includes supply of fish-exclusion netting full depth, shore anchor system, air system, and
installation.
b. Includes log boom supply and install upstream of fish guidance netting. Required upstream
of Dam netting, optional at North Reservoir, unless netting is left inflated during high flow
events.
9. Cost range identifies the minimum cost, which includes the guide net and log boom system at the
Dam, and the maximum cost which includes both the Dam and North Reservoir guide net and log
boom systems.
10. The following are major items not included in the final costs:
•

Mitigation costs beyond reseeding disturbed areas; e.g.: fill below OHWM, habitat
impacts (if identified), cultural impacts, etc.

•

Road improvements and repairs beyond improved access road

•

Downstream channel improvements

•

Temporary construction easements or land use agreements

•

Contaminated soil disposal fees (if encountered), assumes all spoil placed on site

•

Groundwater treatment for dewatering operations

•

Bridge improvements
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